
AHMEN and an organization called SIFAT (Servants In Faith And Technology) have been addressing 
the reasons  why the crippling Honduran civil system influences its people to leave the country, turn to 
gangs, and settle for unjust living conditions through a program we call ASI.  This program trains 
community leaders as Agentes de Salud Integral, or Integral Health Agents, in five main areas affecting 
communities across Honduras:

 Waterborne Illness and Water Purification
 Mosquito-Borne Illness
 Nutrition and Physical Wellness
 HIV/AIDS Mythbusting


And the most crucial aspect toward achieving true transformation in Honduras and the world,

 Abuse Prevention 
(Physical/Psychological/Sexual/Environmental/Governmental)

At the end of the quarterly 3-year workshops, these Community Agents return to their 
communities and replicate an awareness campaign covering the area with which they most identified 
during their training.

After closely following our nation's immigration debate this summer, SIFAT founder Sarah 
Corson said to me that “President Obama asked Congress for so much money to both secure the border 
and to stopping the problem of undocumented immigration by confronting it at its roots...in the 
countries they come from.”

That is why AHMEN and SIFAT have joined forces.  By developing the individual leadership 
capacity of community agents around Honduras, ASI instructor Byron Morales is preparing them to 
demand the changes necessary for meaningful transformation.
    

Mañana has always been a conceptual answer “to questions that bother me so” during my visits 
to Honduras.  When are we going there?  When will the water truck arrive?  When will the road be 
clear?  The answer is almost always, “mañana.”  In the words of Jimmy Buffet, Morales asks his 
community agents to, “Please don't say Mañana if you don't mean it.”  After training with their fellow 
community members for three years, each agent understands that the change their hermanos and 
hermanas deserve cannot wait for tomorrow.

Join us!  What monthly sum can you afford to donate to AHMEN's Community Empowerment 
Program, the AHMEN-SIFAT Initiative, today?  $5/month?  $10/month?  $100/month?  Whatever 
amount you can afford, please know that your money goes toward 200 individuals training diligently to 
transform their country.  Contact me for more information on how to begin giving monthly, and please 
plan on working at an ASI workshop in Honduras with an AHMEN team next year!
Together, we are the difference.
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